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7notes with Su-Pen Wins “Mobile Platform Solutions” Category In Mobile
Project Awards

MetaMoJi Corporation is proud to announce that its popular note-taking app “7notes”, and its
original stylus pen “Su-Pen”, have been selected as a winner at the Mobile Project Awards in
the “Mobile Platform Solutions” category.

Tokyo (PRWEB) June 20, 2012 -- MetaMoJi Corporation is proud to announce that its popular note-taking app
“7notes”, and its original stylus pen “Su-Pen”, have been selected as a winner at the Mobile Project Awards in
the “Mobile Platform Solutions” category.

The Mobile Project Awards were established to give recognition to organizations and projects that progress the
growth of mobile business within Japan. The judges selected 7notes and Su-Pen due to their innovative
features, contribution to the mobile market, outstanding usability, and effectiveness in a note taking
environment.

With its state-of-the-art handwriting recognition engine, 7notes provides users with a superior note taking
experience, removing the reliance on the software keyboard. Common scenarios include taking notes during a
telephone call, while attending lectures, when meeting with customers, and while commuting. 7notes allows
users to easily export notes to e-mail, Facebook, and Twitter. Evernote users can take advantage of the 7notes
enhancement (for iOS devices) to directly integrate with Evernote notebooks, unlocking the power of
handwriting for new and existing notes. Android users not only benefit from 7notes’ exceptional predictive text
engine, but also the integration of the Mazec technology into the operating system. The Mazec is an optional
input window that appears when text is required, and allows the user to switch into handwriting recognition
mode as well as using a software keyboard. As Mazec is installed system wide, users can handwrite emails, fill
out forms on web-pages, and access handwriting recognition within any other installed application.

7notes is available for the iPhone and iPad, Android, and Kindle Fire devices via the Apple App Store, Google
Play, the Samsung Apps market-place and Amazon.

Su-Pen is an original stylus pen, developed by MetaMoJi. Su-Pen was thoughtfully designed and developed by
the 7notes developers and feedback from customers. The pen is currently available within Japan, with a launch
into North America and EMEA imminent.

Su-Pen has the following features:

• The pen tip is made of special fibers with sensitive electrical conductivity. These provide amazing
durability and a high-quality user experience.
• Stainless-steel pen holders that are carefully polished by master craftsmen in a region famed within
Japan for the quality of manufactured metal goods.
• The pen tip can be exchanged into other pen holders quickly and easily

More information about Su-Pen can be found at http://product.metamoji.com/su-pen/ (Japanese language) or by
contacting Ben Walshaw (ben(at)metamoji(dot)com) for International distribution or purchasing enquiries.

To learn more about 7notes visit the MetaMoJi website at http://product.metamoji.com/en/
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For more information about the Mobile Project Awards please visit:
http://www.mcf.to/mpa/2012/about_mpa/index.htm (Japanese Language)

About MetaMoJi, Corporation
MetaMoJi Corporation is an innovative productivity application developer for tablet and smart-phone devices.
The company was created by the founders of JustSystems in 2009. The company’s goal is to contribute to the
advancement of society by providing new and exciting technology applications and services. For more
information about MetaMoJi and its products visit http://www.metamoji.com/en/company
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Contact Information
Ben Walshaw
http://product.metamoji.com/en/
+1-631-244-1466

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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